
 

 

 

  

Saturday morning in Cape Town with the sun shining and a pleasant Autumn day with the Oak leaves 

clogging the drains. 

Spent a lot of time last Sunday putting this newsletter into Word and it’s much better now.  I’m going to give 

Publisher a Christian burial as it’s not part of the Office package I’ve got and I need to migrate to my new 

computer. 

We welcomed 4 new people to our SDI network last week and this week sees me teaching Have a Nice 

Conflict…and continuing the pitching for some negotiation work. 

Stormers again this evening and what good news that the Bulls managed to lose in NZ.  Chelsea tonight and 

if you’re interested in Horse Racing then watch Frankel this afternoon.  This could be the best horse in 

history…continuing unbeaten and breaking records every run. 

Quotes galore for home improvements includling a loft conversion.  No DIY in this house…I sub the lot!  Local 

craftsmen love me! 

I noticed that the local pharmacy has a nurse attached who can offer minor “running repairs” at almost no 

cost.  I didn’t really know much about this but for minor work it’s cheaper than a speacialist and much more 

available. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor for daily neg tweets and @sdisouthafrica for daily SDI tweets. 

Have a good one  
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

20th May 2012 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I mentioned last week that my Ipod was getting temperamental and it’s finally gone.  Believe it or not I dropped it 

down the toilet and sadly Ipods don’t much like being dropped down the toilet so I’ve bought a new Nano which is 

rather small for my banana fingers but has a radio function which will be handy.  Only 16 gigs and no screen to 

speak of but not a bad price for listening to podcasts. 

Downloaded an e-book with Adobe DRM.  This means that I can’t print it and can only read it on screen and I can’t 

even read it on my Kindle.  People are so terrified of piracy that they make it difficult for honest people to actually 

read the stuff. 

 

 

(05-16) 07:25 PDT HARARE, Zimbabwe (AP) -- 

State prosecutors in Zimbabwe say an opposition politician at a Ford Motor Company car show got into the latest model 

on display and drove it away. He faces car theft charges in court next month. 

Court papers made available Wednesday say police arrested 38-year-old Aaron Muzungu, an official of a small 

opposition splinter group, after he clocked up more than 800 miles (1,300 kilometers) in the new Ford Ranger. 

Prosecutors said the politician claimed he was interested in buying the pickup. When he sat in it, the keys were in the 

ignition. 

Police said security at the show was lax and Ford's local agents played live music and held a cocktail party. 

Ford brought the first motor vehicle to colonial-era Zimbabwe a century ago. 
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Ryanair again… 
I quote the London Independent:  

 

“Consumer groups have criticised Ryanair for temporarily closing its website over one of the 
busiest weekends of the year - yet refusing to waive penalties for passengers who fail to check in 
online.  
Europe's biggest budget carrier shut down the Ryanair.com online check-in facility at 4pm today 
for what the airline describes as "upgrade maintenance".  
It is due to re-open at noon on Sunday.  
During the time the airline is offline, more than one-third of a million passengers are booked to fly 
with the Irish carrier. 
In 2008, Ryanair became the first airline to insist that passengers check in online and print out 
their boarding passes before reaching the airport. The fee for issuing boarding cards to non-
compliant passengers at the airport has gradually increased. It currently stands at £60 per 
passenger, per flight. 
The Northern Ireland Consumer Council today urged the airline to waive the £60 fee, saying "The 
situation has been caused by Ryanair".  
But the airline's spokesman, Stephen McNamara said: "There is absolutely no reason why 
anyone should fail to check in on time. We've been sending out reminder emails to passengers 
all week."  
To use the website closure as an excuse for not checking in was, he said, akin to a child telling a 
teacher "The dog ate my homework". 
 
Can someone explain to me why people actually fly on this airline.  I guess they must be doing 
something right…and they sell millions of seats. 
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Volume 
A friend of mine buys a lot of building materials from a variety of suppliers. 
 
He likes to offer his clients a wide choice so he uses several building suppliers and a host of tile, 
timber and bathroom suppliers. 
 
He misses out on major discounts by making two mistakes: 
 

1.  He dilutes his volume across too many suppliers many of whom are offering the same 
product ranges. 

2. He does not aggregate his spend and so he doesn’t get big volume discounts.  By buying 
ad hoc and not setting volume thresholds with these suppliers he’s missing out on 
retrospective volume discounts. 

 
I may know nothing about home improvements and building but I can certainly add some value to 
the occasion where money and suppliers are concerned. 


